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changed in Japan in connection with the
Europeans presence. From now on the
international trade could be done with
no links to religious matters as it was
wished and the Portuguese were too
much involved with the misionaries. It is
said that the Tokugama policy created an
authoritarian state, so that they could
control all aspects national, economic,
social life. Bésineau puts into relief this
last aspect and he is quite right, because
the expelling edict of 1614, according to
which every missionary had to leave
Japan, safeguarded the Portuguese trade
on the condition it wasn’t connected at
all with christianity activity.

Having again in mind Michael
Cooper’s statement according to which
this book is an “abriged version of João
Rodrigues’ biography”, we may say it is
intended for the common readers and
not only for experts. The shown biblio-
graphy must also be considered an
abriged one, as we can find many other
papers with information about this
suject. There should be more quotations
and more accurate refereals, not forget-
ting the manuscripts, as there are lots of
them which heven’t been published.

Any way, you may be sure that in
Au Japon avec João Rodrigues 1580-
1620, you can find a quite objective
account of the relations between the
Japanese and Jesuits. It is clearly stood
that the mission did not have a perma-
nent flourishing success, from the begin-
ning till its defeat after the expelling edict
of 1614. The analysis of the facts shows
that there were lots of ups and downs

and this idea is fully stood along these
pages. At the same time, Bésineau points
out the Interpreters character, stating he
was, above all, a real action man and a
very generous priest. It is a pleasant
book, full of a substantial information. 

VALDEMAR COUTINHO
Centro de História Além-Mar

New University of Lisbon

A Companhia de Jesus e a Missionação
no Oriente, Actas do Colóquio Interna-
cional, Lisboa, Fundação Oriente /
Brotéria – Revista de Cultura, 2000

The Society of Jesus and the
Missions in the East is the title of the
International Symposium held in Lisbon
from the 21st until the 23rd of April
1997, whose papers are now published by
Fundação Oriente and Brotéria, the two
institutions that have promoted the event.

All twenty six papers written by
Portuguese and foreign scholars are
distributed by the six main parts or chap-
ters in which the book is divided. The
first section – “The Foundation of the
Society of Jesus and its Historical
Context” – opens with a text by Mario
Fois on the “European Church by the
time of the Society of Jesus’ foundation”,
in which the author points out the deca-
dence that was being felt within the
church itself and, simultaneously, its
reformation attempts. This somewhat
“general” approach is followed by a
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more particularised view respecting the
Portuguese role on the establishment of
the first Jesuit Administrative Province.
António Lopes’ paper – “History of the
Portuguese Province of the Society of
Jesus” – refers to the fact that it was in
Portugal that the Jesuits established their
first Administrative Province, the first
house of the Society and its first educa-
tional institution (Colégio de Jesus,
Coimbra), departing from Lisbon to
distant and remote places of the world,
thus beginning the missionary action that
would take place in Asia, America and
Africa. Jesuits’ undertakings in Asia is the
subject chosen by Dauril Alden on the
essay “Some considerations concerning
Jesuit enterprises in Asia”. This historian
discusses the particularities of a most
cosmopolitan Order with geographically
dispersed enterprises where the Jesuits
acted as evangelists, educators, explorers,
diplomats, administrators, government
advisors and technicians. 

It is precisely the analysis of one or
more of this multifarious and composite
character of the Society of Jesus that will
be the essence and basis of all other
essays. Hence, on the second part –
“Teaching and Missionary Methods: a
Comparative Approach” – texts by Jorge
Couto, Horácio Peixoto de Araújo, Jesus
López-Gay SJ, Teotónio de Souza, Juan
Ruiz-de-Medina SJ, Nuno da Silva
Gonçalves SJ and Francisco de Borja de
Medina SJ, allow us to perceive some of
the missionary methods applied by the
Jesuits, respectively in Brazil, China,
Japan, India, Korea, Cape Verde, the

Spanish America and the Philippines.
The main ideas here discussed express
the endeavour of the Jesuits and all their
auxiliaries in the apprenticeship of
language, teaching and schooling and,
particularly in China and Japan, the
adaptation to new habits, the attempts to
conquest credibility among political
hierarchies and the exploration of up-to-
date scientifical information.

“The Economical Life of the Society
of Jesus and its Institutional Relations
with the Political Power” is the topic of
the third part, historically perhaps the
most controversial one, with essays by
Charles Borges SJ, António Graça de
Abreu, João Paulo Oliveira e Costa and
Maria de Jesus dos Mártires Lopes. In
this section all the authors focus on the
Jesuits in Asia, specifically in Beijing,
Japan and Goa, referring to all the other
ways of funding when the Crown failed
in doing so, namely the establishment of
connections with merchants and political
powers. A most interesting subject has to
do with the involvement of the Jesuits in
Japan with local country traders in order
to fund themselves, an association that
gave origin to countless debates, both
ethic and moral, to whether trade was a
matter of charity rather than of
commerce.

The fourth and fifth parts – “The
Role of the Society of Jesus in the Scien-
tific Interchange between Europe and the
Far East” and “The Society of Jesus and
the Art” – resume and expand some of the
subject matters betoken in part II. Luís
Archer SJ, Alfredo Dinis, Ugo Baldini,
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Luís M.R. Saraiva and João Manuel
S.A.Miranda contribute with articles
about debates and new data brought up
to light in Europe and its echoes and
replies in the East, as well as the encounter
of different systems of knowledge. Not
only science, but also art served as a most
powerful vehicle of evangelization and a
connective bond between missionaries
and local people in India and China, as
Nuno Vassalo e Silva and Gonçalo
Couceiro’s texts and pictures allege.

The last part, entitled “The Jesui-
tical Sources”, includes five expositions
by Carmen Radulet, José Manuel Garcia,
Jorge dos Santos Alves, Hugues Didier
and António Vasconcelos de Saldanha in
regard to some sources respecting the
Jesuits’ presence in India, Japan, Macao
and Tibet, as well as P. António Vieira’s
political ideas, thus closing, but not
putting and end to a most interesting and
promising debate of ideas of such a
complex, rich and wondrous theme.

ALEXANDRA CURVELO

Portuguese Institute for
Conservation and Restoration

Jorge M. dos Santos Alves

Um Porto entre dois Impérios,
Estudos sobre Macau e as Relações Luso-
Chinesas, Macao, Instituto Português do
Oriente, 1999, pp. 229.

The six essays collected in this
book, written between 1993 and 1999,

deal with the Portuguese presence in
Macao and the history of Luso-Chinese
relations. As the author emphasises,
these are two fields of research that can
easily overlap when dealing with certain
historical periods, but should not be
confused with each other. 

Although the subject of this book
does not deal directly with Luso-
Japanese relations, it is a very important
work to understand the Portuguese
presence in the Japanese archipelago,
given that Macao was of critical impor-
tance as a trade and missionary centre. 

These are extremely interesting
and stimulating essays, that span the
period from the 16th to the 18th
century, in which the author analyses
and compares both Western and Eastern
sources, to avoid relying excessively on
just the Portuguese sources, a factor
which was responsible for a certain
inertia that prevailed in the Portuguese
historiography of Macao and Luso-
Chinese relations. 

On the other hand, one can see
that the author is mindful of the fact
that a study of Macao must take into
consideration it’s vast historical and
geographical context. Firstly, the
general historical context of the
Portuguese presence in the Orient,
particularly in Eastern Asia (S.E. Asia
and the Far East), in which two
branches, which are not always easy to
distinguish, are evident - the official
expansion, based in the territory of the
State of India, and the private expan-
sion, which was the result of multiple,
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